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Special Feature  

THE CONSERVATIVE WOMAN  

The Big Pharma Story – Part 4   
 

 2105 FC 

 The seeds for this story go way back in decades to the advent of vaccines 

1 There is one thing in this world that is guaranteed to send 
shivers down the spine of the ordinary person.  And those that 
worked out the truth of that, capitalised on it – Big Time. 
 

 

2 Health – or rather the lack of it - is the scare tactic used for 
decades now by the Big Pharma industry and it pays – Big Time. 
And the thing about money is that it attracts in ways that ill-
health doesn’t.  Put these two properties together and we arrive 
at 2022 – and a picture that becomes clearer by the day. 
   

 

3 This last month, Paula Jardine, writing for The Conservative Woman, had 
prepared a most enlightening investigative 4part article on the subject and 
we are pleased to share the final part with our readers here.   
 
Use the links below - and at the end - to read all 4 parts. 
The links provided are to CONNECT’s supplementary writings allied to each 
part of Paula’s story PLUS Paula’s source article.  
 

4 Our purpose in sharing this work with you here is simply to highlight certain 
elements of the piece to draw your attention to the facts behind this story. 
 
THE STORY - PART ONE is here – and below... 
THE STORY - PART TWO 
THE STORY - PART THREE 
 
But now let’s dig into this last part. 
    

5 THE STORY - PART FOUR 
 
As I write this supplementary section to Paula’s conclusion of her story, the 
subject which has covered the front pages of every national newspaper and 
every major media platform in the last 2+yrs – has now vanished. 
 
The fear campaign associated with C19 has almost completely gone - along 
with the latest news stories on the topic – only to be replaced with a new and 
latest fear campaign – that is Ukraine. 
 
The situation in Ukraine is not nice – even if some of the stories we get fed 
are only 10% true.  But neither is the C19 story nice and - in reality - the C19 
story is much, much worse.  Countless people around the globe have lost 
their lives – their loved ones – and their livelihoods. 

https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_49d0d7ad6d224c29a4be0927250b5eff.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_5bf727ad113b428993c8f0f1128678ca.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_5bf727ad113b428993c8f0f1128678ca.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_54e197b6fb304c8683fdf0450b98cd0d.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_54e197b6fb304c8683fdf0450b98cd0d.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_d78e3ce6c0494d428df018e800f2495c.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_d78e3ce6c0494d428df018e800f2495c.pdf
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But, the questions we keep asking dig away at the real truth behind it all. 
And the explanations which keep surfacing do not make comfortable 
reading! 
 

6 Bill Gates is the No1 promoter of vaccines in the world.  He is also a 
significant investor in the vaccine making industry.  You could therefore think 
of him as just a salesman – pushing his wares. 
 
The thing is - this man pushing his wares is also the N02 funder of the prime 
director on health matters – the World Health Organisation - WHO and thus 
has untold influence over health strategy for almost every nation in the 
world.  If you see a conflict of interest here – then you are seeing things as I 
do – and many others too.   
 
Holding these realities in our minds should cause us all to think a little more 
deeply about his messages – and more importantly, our responses to his 
messages.  What adds to that cause – and in a BIG way - is the fact that our 
Gates boy is also a prolific funder of two other major influences. 
Namely, research establishments – such as universities etc - and the media. 
If any one person or organisation had a grip on what these two sources of 
information say – it could make things unhealthy.  What do you think?  
 

7 Bill Gates has hardly missed an opportunity, in all this time, to explain to us 
the urgency of us all being jabbed to combat this deadly disease – all 7billion 
of us.  And to be clear - this is, a disease we know, which concentrates its 
cruel effects on those over 86yrs of age and those of any age compromised 
with other comorbidities.  We should not forget of course – that anyone who 
catches it, has a very high statistical chance – assessed at over 98% - to 
brush it off and perhaps without even noticing they had it.  
 
And speaking of those who have fallen foul of it - Dr John Campbell recently 
looked closely at the statistics released by the Office of National Statistics.  
Dr John poured over the data that was released in answer to a Freedom of 
Information Request - FOIR.  He found that instead of the 170,000 that had 
been previously recorded as dying OF C19, the figure was actually 17,000.   
In other words, the figures given to the population by the government and 
the media appear to have been inflated by 1000% no less – a factor of TEN.   
Astonishing – wouldn’t you say?! 
 
So, the government and the media have had us all scared witless – whilst Sir 
Chris Whitty - England’s Chief Medical Officer - and his team were telling us, 
we will all be fine once we ALL have the jab.  In fact, what I found stunning 
about Whitty – and his messages was this: 

1. His solution for us ALL was always going to be the jab – for us ALL 
2. Whilst we wait for it – we had to lockdown and distance ourselves 
3. There was no other strategy we could adopt to mitigate the risks 
4. And there was no other treatment available – Nothing! 

 
On that last point, point 4 – hold the thought. 
We will come back to that a little further on - in section 10 below. 
As for point 3 – there was a strategy which thousands of doctors knew about. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UHvwWWcjYw
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It seems our CMO for England - Whitty - just didn’t want us to know about it. 
See this on Vitamin D3 meta-analysis. 
 
PS-Whitty also has one of those Conflict of Interest things that tend to sway 
professional opinions when someone’s money is at the root of the decisions. 
If you have the merest of senses that the official narrative has been stacking 
up in the wrong way – then welcome to my party.   
I have the same view and who could honestly blame me - us?  
 

8 Could it be that the emerging nations of the world have seen through the 
sales talk – and the pressure heaped on them – and have decided NOT to 
buy into the Gates plan.  Which is not just the Gates plan of course – as so 
many other parties are clearly involved with it.   
 
Paula says - that all but the very poorest countries were expected to take on 
additional debt burden to purchase and distribute the vaccines.  Apparently, 
by June 2021, developing countries had only availed themselves of 3.9billion 
dollars of debt - out of the 100billion dollars the World Bank had set aside to 
finance Covid vaccines.  That looks like a massive thumbs down on the Gates 
plan to me - and you might be on the verge of understanding why.   
 
Gates and his supporters had set up an easy purchase plan which would 
reduce the financial barriers to being a part of the PLAN!  But despite this, it 
seems to have received the thumbs down treatment.  In the process, those 
same nations have saved themselves getting saddled with massive long-
term debt. 
 

9 One of those other parties clearly involved – and at the centre – is Pfizer’s 
chief executive Albert Bourla.  Paula quotes him as saying to shareholders,  

“a durable Covid-19 vaccine revenue stream like is happening in flu’ was 
likely for the firm, because booster shots would be needed and emerging 
variant strains would have to be countered.” 
 

Well, this is the perfect business for Pfizer and all their fellow makers. 
• A pandemic – with so many variants to make vaccines for  
• New pandemics on their way – according to Gates 
• And a willing host of governments lining up to buy the vaccines 

That is, willing to buy the vaccines with the people’s money   
 
Paula continues: 
In November 2021, Pfizer executives told institutional investors the 39billion 
dollars in revenues from its Covid-19 vaccine accounted for 44 per cent of its 
record 88billion dollars total revenue for the year. 
Pandemics are not all bad news then – there is serious money to be made on 
the back of them. 
To be fair though – it’s not really made, so much as transferred! 
Transferred from our hard-earned tax revenues to Big Pharma. 
 
So, given the bumper opportunities that exist to gain a share of the money 
transfers going down, one can imagine the clamour for new saleable 
vaccines by these makers.  And here, Bill Gates is doing his bit again. 

https://rumble.com/vqbmoe-can-vitamin-d-prevent-covid-deaths.html
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Bill Gates has actually helped to fund – among all the other recipients – the 
UK’s very own regulator of medicines – the MHRA.   
 
We ask this. 
Why would our own regulator take a cash sum from someone who is 
promoting vaccines and who has a heavy financial interest in their sale? 
If that smells fishy to you – like it does to me – then maybe some of us need 
to sit down together – and send our questions up the line.  
 

10 Before we go any further on this path, I want to introduce readers to a quite 
extraordinary exchange between two scientists.  Dr Tess Lawrie was a late 
arrival on the scene and was prompted to get involved after listening to a US 
based clinician - Dr Pierre Kory - giving testimony about treating C19 patients 
in the US with a drug called Ivermectin,   
 
Dr Tess has her own advising consultancy based in Bath, England, working 
for the NHS and the WHO – and thus a very high-profiled scientist.   
 
Dr Tess, inspired by what she heard, conducted a metanalysis of all the trials 
around the world which assessed the effects of treating patients with 
Ivermectin.  The results of that metanalysis were sent to PM Johnson and his 
advisors, with the plea to have the drug authorised to use immediately on 
C19 patients.  Dr Tess then joined with Dr Andrew Hill of Liverpool University 
in an extension of her metanalysis. 
 
The two UK based scientists - Dr Tess and Dr Andrew – both had input to a 
report which was heading for the WHO.  Dr Tess believed she knew what the 
report to the WHO would recommend when it was published - but.  When it 
was published, it said something completely different.  Instead of it 
recommending the widespread use of Ivermectin around the world – it said, 
instead – more trials were needed.  This was a stunning about-turn on what 
Dr Andrew had known and previously agreed.  The exchange between the 
two doctors was filmed on Zoom and can be watched here.  
It is extraordinary. 
 
In part, it is extraordinary because of the pivotal moment it describes in world 
events.  Dr Tess reminds Dr Andrew that 15,000 people were dying every day 
of C19 and use of the drug would save the high majority of them.  Dr Andrew 
clearly knew this.  Despite knowing this - and having previously made clear 
he knew this – he allowed his report to be doctored and then published, 
suggesting that the results obtained about Ivermectin were inconclusive – at 
that stage.  Dr Tess was clearly shocked.  
 
It was more than clear in the exchange, that Dr Andrew had been influenced 
by another hand – a hand he wasn’t prepared to identify except for the 
organisation which perhaps that person/s worked for.  That organisation 
being a charity called Unitaid – a charity part-funded by Gates – which itself 
was funding Liverpool University.  As they say: “You get what you pay for.”    
 

https://aa9a8fe1-101c-44bb-9bdf-f7ed177e9da4.usrfiles.com/ugd/aa9a8f_271c50f5fbdf4cc097064e4805d8ffcb.pdf
https://rumble.com/vwfia3-a-letter-to-andrew-hill-dr-tess-lawrie-oracle-films.html
https://unitaid.org/#en
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And there we see it again.  The interfering influence of Bill Gates all the way 
from the investigating Liverpool University - to the WHO – and thus to every 
listening nation around the world – waiting on the report Dr Andrew Hill 
produced. 
 
The result of his report was that Ivermectin was effectively buried – leaving 
the way clear for the UK regulator – the MHRA - and every other regulator 
around the world, to shelve Ivermectin and thus give Emergency Use 
Authorisation – EUA - to a gene therapy treatment that was untested and still 
in trial phase at least until 2023. 
 
An EUA could not have been given if there was known to be an available, 
safe and effective treatment – which there was.  But Dr Andrew Hill’s report 
served to cover up that basic of all facts.  RIP Dr Andrew Hill.  
 
The number of people around the world that have lost their lives because of 
Dr Andrew Hill’s doctored report – coupled with the number of deaths 
associated with the untested gene therapy – otherwise described as C19 
vaccinations – is truly incalculable.  It is not only a landmark in medical 
history which will be talked about for centuries to come – but a landmark in 
human history.           
 
To conclude. 
PM Johnson never responded to Dr Tess and her pleas.  Neither did any of 
the UK advisors Dr Tess had written to.  The reason is believed to be due to 
the hidden interests involved at that level, that wished to see worldwide 
authorisation of the untested C19 treatment - which some mistakenly refer to 
as being a safe and effective vaccine.  But isn’t. 
    

11 This series of 4 articles by Paula – supplemented by a contribution by us at 
CONNECT – has hopefully shone a light on the suggestion that Big Pharma 
may not have the world’s health interests entirely at the top of its agenda.   
In fact, money, power and influence seem to occupy that top spot. 
 
This being so, we all of us need to ask ourselves – how much of this are we 
happy with?  My personal answer to that is – now having researched and 
shared what I have – is NOT A THING – a fat ZERO from me.   
 
The true picture has yet to be fully revealed – but I am more than satisfied 
that there is enough revealed already to suggest that the game must be 
brought to a halt – and halted NOW. 
 
And when it is – and I feel very sure it will be at some point in the foreseeable 
future – there needs to be one of those things people have called an inquiry.  
Given what we know of the deep and wide web Big Pharma have created 
across our world – it has to be an inquiry like no other. 
 
In fact, many hundreds of doctors, scientists and lawyers are preparing for 
that inquiry as I write.  Papers are already with the International Criminal 
Court in The Hague and there is wide talk of the Nuremberg 2 trials to come. 
Such is the overwhelming evidence these people say they have. 
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For now – trust only yourself.  Be discerning like you’ve never been before.     
 

12 As I mentioned at the beginning, it seems as if C19 has just passed us all by – 
although not forgetting those poor souls who have fallen foul of it.  As I write 
this however, I can hear Bill Gates talking about how he believes we will 
notice the next one.  This man is sure there will be one – and he did predict 
this last one – strangely. 
 
The thing I cannot understand is this. 
When Bill tells us we will notice the next one – saying the next one will get 
our attention - he and his now ex-wife Melinda, appear to be so happy about 
that.  Please tell me if I am seeing this wrong.   
To say it is creepy is an understatement! 
Watch Bill and Melinda here!    
 
Perhaps Bill is thinking of the increased power and influence he will acquire 
through the selling of the vaccines for a pandemic of his own making?  
That sounds a little on the nail, I know – but maybe that idea needs looking 
into – given all that’s been said? 
 
He does seem to know so much - “the what and “when” of pandemics.  
Including as far back as 2015 when he spoke at TED. 
Astounding! 
 

13 A small point to keep in mind, whilst the content of this article is absorbed. 
Never in recorded history has the population of the world been so high – and 
before the pandemic escaped from the Wuhan lab in China – it was showing 
few signs of slowing down.  This means that for eons, the human race has 
dominated over all living creatures and viruses.  Why then suddenly should 
we all now be scared, that such a thing – a virus - could worry us? 
 
Personally, I would not be concerned.  What does concern me however – 
and should concern us all – is something called Gain Of Function research. 
This is the process by which a virus is identified and attempts are made in the 
lab – like in Wuhan - to make it more deadly for humans.  It sounds 
Frankenstein in nature and it is.  So much so, that President Obama – 
recognising the inherent dangers - outlawed such research in the USA.  The 
research it seems though was continued – continued abroad in Wuhan, so as 
to make it legal for those responsible in the US to conduct the research.     
 
There is an abundance of narrative on this subject and I leave readers to dig 
into the many stories – and angles - available.  I give you three names here - 
to look up in connection therewith: 

Dr Tony Fauci | Sen Rand Paul | Dr David Martin 
I will add these three teasers to take a look at - to get you in the mood. 
 
Rand Paul talking to Tony Fauci about Gain Of Function research in Wuhan. 
Steve Hilton on Fox News explains some fascinating background history.  
Dr David Martin exposes the truth via his documented paper trail. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PS3DRMyApIc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Af6b_wyiwI&t=13s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BniqWbs-rM
https://www.bitchute.com/video/9hP2DVvrRzHJ/
https://rumble.com/vu1fus-dr-david-martin-exposes-the-entire-plandemic-a-criminal-conspiracy-to-harm-.html
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The common theme to the story is nothing short of alarming.  
 
One point to ponder from this element of the story is this. 
Rand Paul has led the criticism of Tony Fauci for almost 2yrs.  What Rand 
Paul has said to him and about him, should by now have caused a full 
investigation and probably a public sacking.  That has not happened.   
 
It might not have happened because, Tony Fauci is a key person in the whole 
drama and is protected from such events happening and by a host of secret 
hands.  It certainly appears that way. 
But what do you think?  
 

14 Whatever you or anyone thinks - as we said last time, in respect of Part Three 
- where we are now, is a place where we should be asking some very deep 
and searching questions.  They should be forming on the tip of our tongues 
at this very point! 
We here will keep digging and asking - and we think you should too! 
 

PS1 It seems to be a commonly accepted principle – re the Big Pharma industry - 
that the funder gets the results they pay for.  It appeared above in section 10, 
that Unitaid got what they paid for – clearance for a jab solution by route of 
an EUA - over a cheap available and fully tested solution in the name of 
Ivermectin. 
 
We have seen something similar before and I alert readers to it here. 
Bill Gates helped fund a study in the spring of 2020.  The study tested a drug 
known as HCQ.  The drug was in wide use around the world – just like 
Ivermectin – and had a similar safety profile extending over decades. 
The trial was led by Oxford University with over 170 UK hospitals. 
 
Dr Simone Gold and so many others have spoken about its positive effects. 
In fact, Dr Simone was fired from her ER hospital post because the insurance 
company didn’t want HCQ prescribed – despite the fact it cured patients. 
Insurance companies know better than doctors it seems. 
After losing her posts, Dr Simone started Americas Frontline Doctors and 
their first video speaking about HCQ got 20million views. 
See this explanatory video of Dr Simone here. 
 
So, Oxford University – part funded by Gates - led the study of HCQ. 
It was halted.  Too many people on the trial and given HCQ died. 
Dr John Campbell – among others – discovered that the C19 patients on the 
trial and given HCQ were given extreme overdoses – well above the 
standard recommended.    
 
Dr Meryl Nass has also spoken about HCQ and provides her views on what 
has been going on and what is going on.  
 
It could be said – there are interests around that just didn’t want a cheap, 
available, safe, effective drug to be used on C19.  Spoiling the pitch on such a 
solution, would leave the door open for an expensive untested vaccine. 

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/
https://rumble.com/vd8bnx-dr.-simone-gold-fake-news-wuhan-virus-hcq-short-version-1.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2uzXHnUViro
https://aa9a8fe1-101c-44bb-9bdf-f7ed177e9da4.usrfiles.com/ugd/aa9a8f_2d7937865e974d7eb0224b5a68df082d.pdf
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And so it was.  Like for Ivermectin, HCQ was buried and anyone who spoke of 
it were labelled in the usual way. 
 
In Dr Simone’s short video she says how people instinctively know when they 
hear the truth.  I think she is right – but it doesn’t work for everyone. 
  

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: David Charles 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 

3 LINK The Conservative Woman 

3 LINK CONNECT - Part 1:  Supplement to the source article 

3 LINK CONNECT - Part 2:  Supplement to the source article 

3 LINK CONNECT - Part 3:  Supplement to the source article 

3  CONNECT - Part 4:  Supplement to the source article – This version 

  How Big Pharma sold vaccines to the world, by… 

4 LINK Paula Jardine – Source Article: Part ONE  

4 LINK Paula Jardine – Source Article: Part TWO 

4 LINK Paula Jardine – Source Article: Part THREE 

5 LINK Paula Jardine – Source Article: Part FOUR 

7 LINK Freedom of information discussion – Dr John Campbell 

7 LINK Can VITAMIN D prevent C19 deaths? 

9 LINK Bill Gates grants funding to the UK regulator MHRA 

10 LINK A Letter to Dr Andrew Hill | Dr Tess Lawrie | Oracle Films 

10 LINK Unitaid – a funder of Liverpool University 

12 LINK Bill Gates and Melinda seem happy we will notice the next one! 

12 LINK Bill Gates: The next outbreak? We’re not ready | TED 

13 LINK Rand Paul Catches Fauci in a Lie, Leaves Him Stuttering 

13 LINK FOX'S Steve Hilton reveals C19 lab origins – with Fauci involvement 

13 LINK Dr David Martin exposes the truth via his documented paper trail. 

PS1 LINK Dr John Campbell assesses the results of HCQ trial 

PS1 LINK Dr Meryl Nass assesses strategy followed to bury HCQ 

PS1 LINK Dr Simone Gold - HCQ (short version 1) 

https://rumble.com/vd8bnx-dr.-simone-gold-fake-news-wuhan-virus-hcq-short-version-1.html
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/magazine
https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_49d0d7ad6d224c29a4be0927250b5eff.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_5bf727ad113b428993c8f0f1128678ca.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_54e197b6fb304c8683fdf0450b98cd0d.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_6c72c4caf0534f588d969179ca65ebcd.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_419f064048c343539ec83d782b48be79.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_07e5c3abcf404e628276883ed37db988.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_d78e3ce6c0494d428df018e800f2495c.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UHvwWWcjYw
https://rumble.com/vqbmoe-can-vitamin-d-prevent-covid-deaths.html
https://aa9a8fe1-101c-44bb-9bdf-f7ed177e9da4.usrfiles.com/ugd/aa9a8f_271c50f5fbdf4cc097064e4805d8ffcb.pdf
https://rumble.com/vwfia3-a-letter-to-andrew-hill-dr-tess-lawrie-oracle-films.html
https://unitaid.org/#en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PS3DRMyApIc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Af6b_wyiwI&t=13s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BniqWbs-rM
https://www.bitchute.com/video/9hP2DVvrRzHJ/
https://rumble.com/vu1fus-dr-david-martin-exposes-the-entire-plandemic-a-criminal-conspiracy-to-harm-.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2uzXHnUViro
https://aa9a8fe1-101c-44bb-9bdf-f7ed177e9da4.usrfiles.com/ugd/aa9a8f_2d7937865e974d7eb0224b5a68df082d.pdf
https://rumble.com/vd8bnx-dr.-simone-gold-fake-news-wuhan-virus-hcq-short-version-1.html
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PS1 LINK Blaze Media:  HCQ study finds 84% fewer hospitalizations 

PS1 LINK America’s Frontline Doctors – Founder Dr Simone Gold 

PS1 LINK France Soir: Report on the Oxford HCQ trial 

  FURTHER READING 

 LINK Bill Gates: Vaccines can limit the population growth by 10-15% ??? 
Correct – he says LIMIT - NOT grow! 

 LINK Bill Gates: Warning of viruses to come which we all need vaccines to 
save us from.     

 LINK Bill Gates: Sadly, Omicron is better at protecting people than 
vaccines  

 LINK Friends and allies: The Gates Foundation and British scientists 

 LINK Conflicts of interest among the UK government’s covid-19 advisers 

 LINK CONFLICT OF INTEREST Sir Patrick Vallance has £600k of shares in 
vaccine maker GSK 

 LINK SAGE Conflicts of Interest and other matters – 23feb21 

 LINK COVID–19: The Big Pharma players behind UK Government lockdown 

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 

 

  
 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 

 

 

 

https://www.theblaze.com/news/peer-reviewed-hydroxychloroquine-study-hospitalizations
https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/
https://www.francesoir.fr/oxford-recovery-hospital-test-overdose-hard-pills-swallow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaF-fq2Zn7I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Af6b_wyiwI&t=337s
https://rumble.com/vva6iy-bill-gates-makes-shocking-admission-on-omicron-variant.html
https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/friends-and-allies-the-gates-foundation-and-british-scientists/
https://www.bmj.com/content/371/bmj.m4716
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/12754482/sir-patrick-shares-vaccine-gsk/
https://www.tarableu.com/sage-conflicts-of-interest-and-other-matters/
https://www.ukcolumn.org/article/covid%E2%80%9319-big-pharma-players-behind-uk-government-lockdown
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/connect-m3

